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Capturing the often elusive beauty of the universe, land and world around us, Daniel James 
Alpert is a photographer with out-of-this-world talent. His photography freezes the alluring, the 
grandiose, and the resplendent, leaving viewers captivated by the incredible diversity of his 
shots. Daniel’s images range from the juxtaposition of the natural with the man-made world to a 
star-kissed night sky above a desert blanketed by the dim light of dusk. His hunger for the perfect 
shot leads him on journeys through the Southwestern United States - locations that bleed a 
natural, boundless beauty which he captures through the click of a lens. 
 
Daniel, 29, has taken the photography world by storm, using his attention to detail, skilled eye 
for light and his patience in timing not only the perfect look but the perfect moment. Earning a 
degree in photography from Northern Arizona University in 2016, Daniel is a highly-skilled and 
technologically-savvy photographer who sells prints on his personal website, 
https://www.danieljamesphoto.com/, and through a Phoenix-based Art Gallery called ArtStudio 
101. Daniel has been selling his work for two years, perfecting his skill of capturing and sharing 
the natural and unnatural world around us. The images he produces have sold nationwide, 
allowing the country to see the beauty of the American Southwest through his talented eye. 
 
Though Daniel is dedicated to his photography of the American Southwest, he is also an 
ambassador for Slik USA Tripods and Lume Cube, Inc. Slik, a US based tripod manufacturer, 
sells high-quality tripods, heads, and accessories used by avid photographers around the world. 
Similar to his representation for Slik USA, Daniel also sports his use of Lume Cube Lights 
combined with a DJI drone to create some truly unique night images by lighting the scene from 
the air.  These companies chose Daniel to be an ambassador for their equipment because of his 
incredible ability to use those tools as aids during his adventurous photoshoots.  
 
Through traveling, photographing, selling, and posting his images, Daniel has captured the 
alluring and ever changing beauty of the American Southwest. Prints are available through his 
https://www.danieljamesphoto.com/prints-1/ website, where viewers can see and purchase prints 
from Daniel’s curated gallery. His personal instagram, @danieljames.photography, contains 
hundreds of his best shots where thousands of fans are inspired by his posts every day. Daniel’s 
photography illustrates incredible patience, planning, and an unchallenged eye for the 
spectacular nuance of our cyclical and evolving world. The open plains, wind-carved canyons, 
vast mountain ranges and open starry skies are beautifully portrayed in his unique and inspiring 
style. His images will take you on a journey across the American Southwest through a lens you 
have never seen before and may never see again. 
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